Global Metals and Mining Outlook 2016
Cutting costs, preparing for growth

Metals executives focus on cost

77% of metals executives expect to sharpen their focus on costs over the next 2 years.

Miners concentrate on cash flow

"To survive this downturn, miners will need to improve the way they allocate capital to prioritize cash flow and earnings."

Richard Sharman
KPMG’s Global Head of Commodity Trading

Metals manufacturers invest into efficiency

42% of metals organizations plan to invest into robotics over the next 2 years.

Miners prepare for growth

"The low price environment will not remain forever."

Richard Sharman
KPMG’s Global Head of Commodity Trading

How can we help?
Visit kpmg.com/metalsmining to learn more.

Source: KPMG’s Global Metals and Mining Outlook 2016 is based on a survey of 62 senior metals sector executives conducted in early 2016 by Forbes Insights.